
Right Angle Slotted Angle

Steel City Right Angle comes standard with our
Galv-Krom Finish, which ensures a long-lasting,
durable installation.
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The Galv-Krom® finish is a two-part finishing process that protects the
entire system, including all nuts and bolts. The first part of the finish is
electrogalvanized zinc that covers the bare steel. The second part 
is a gold zinc dichromate that is applied over the zinc base.
Three aspects of the Galv-Krom® Process are worthy of note:

1. Zinc Coating — In the first part of the Galv-Krom® process, a .5 mil
coating of zinc is placed on the bare steel. This assures the sacrificial
quality of any galvanizing and becomes a working finish. The zinc
literally sacrifices itself over bare steel and protects cut edges or
scratches which may occur during construction.

Galv-Krom® is in compliance with ASTM B633-78 Type II coating.

2. Electrogalvanizing — Because the zinc is applied through a
temperature-controlled electrolytic process, a cohesive bond with the
steel is assured. This prohibits chipping or peeling. It also distributes
the zinc evenly so all components — including threads — can be
equally protected.

Trivalent Gold Chromate Barrier — The second part of the Galv-
Krom® finish is a gold zinc dichromate that is applied over the zinc
base. This second layer of plating forms a non-porous barrier which
protects the underlying zinc and adds additional resistance to
corrosion. In addition, the gold zinc dichromate covering provides 
an excellent base if the surface is to be painted.
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Right Angle Slotted Angle
Helpful Hints to Maximize Right Angle Erection
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Slot and Hole Pattern

The Right Angle hole pattern is simple and flexible. It is repeated
every 3" along the entire length of the Right Angle. An extended line
marks the 3" increments, (vertical slots), while shorter lines mark every
f" increment. With this hole pattern, nesting, triangulation, cross
beams and many additional combinations are possible.

Nesting

Cross BeamsTriangulation 

Cleat Sections

Cut Off Cleats are small sections of Right Angle used to reinforce
joints or used as feet to support vertical columns. These feet prevent
damage to floor surfaces or can be used to bolt a structure to 
the floor.
Additional joints can be made using cut off cleats. Simply butt the
cleat against a column and behind a right side beam, as shown in 
the illustration.

CleatCleat
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Right Angle Slotted Angle

Helpful Hints to Maximize Right Angle Erection (cont.)
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When a beam rests on a ledge of other material (such as a wall) 
the long flange should extend upward. Right Angle beams are at 
their strongest when assembled with long flange downward. Vertical
columns may be in either direction. Place short flange of vertical
column in front for shelving to permit wider opening for handling
material.

Variety of Combinations to Meet Needs

Greater strength is obtained by joining sections of Right Angle in
various combinations for beams and columns. See the load charts 
on pages A216–A217 for the combination that best suits your need.
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Procedure for Laying Out Structure
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Measure the Space

Right Angle structures may be built to the size of the space available.
Measure the space and make a sketch of the area.

Sketch the Planned Structure

Sketch the structure you plan to build listing all vital dimensions.
Include length, width and height of all sections so that load limits 
can be calculated safely.
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Right Angle Slotted Angle

Procedure for Laying Out Structure (cont.)
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6 ft.

Plan View

Assembling the Structure

Follow your plan for cutting sections and for layout. Assemble the
structure as a series of frames, or bays and bolt together as units.
Use as many bolts as possible and turn nuts up finger-tight. 
Square-up and level the entire structure. Proceed to tighten bolts 
with wrench… starting with corners to assure permanent squareness.
Use diagonal bracing, if necessary. Add shelves. Your Right Angle
structure is ready for a useful lifetime.

Erect vertical frames into bays.Bolt bays together.

Plan Flange Direction

Right Angle beams are at their strongest position with the long flange
downward. Vertical uprights may be in either direction for equal
strength. Be sure to measure the material to be shelved to allow
space for handling. Your sketch will also be used as a cutting and
assembly plan.
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Figure Load Limits
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Figure the load your structure must bear — on each level or shelf. This
is necessary to determine the sections required to carry the load safely.
The load tables will enable you to determine the Right Angle gauge
and section combination needed.

Load Limit Example for Evenly Distributed Loads

Using the sketch shown and the load tables, calculate the weight
supportable by a structure with two or more shelves. A 6-ft. high
single shelf structure AB will support a load of 5200 lbs. using 
RA-225 Right Angle (4 single uprights x 1100 lbs. each) from table.
When an additional shelf is framed at C, columns become the same
as two 3-ft. uprights, AC and CB, and the total safe load is 10200 lbs.
on columns CB (4 x 2550 lbs.). This load can be divided between the
shelves in any convenient way, so long as the total load on columns
CB does not exceed 10200 lbs. If shelf loads are unequal, the heavier
load should go on the lower shelf to avoid top-heavy instability.
Use the same method of calculating for three or more shelves with 
the load tables as reference.

Multiple Bay Shelving

A

B

C

D

3´

3´
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Load F

Load E

Load G

Load H

400 lbs.

600 lbs.

800 lbs.

1000 lbs.

A
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B

6 ft.
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How to Determine Weight to Be Supported
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Multiple-bay shelving is typical of many Right Angle weight-bearing
structures. Load tables are your guide to the weights supportable by
RA-160, RA-225 and RA-300. Strengths are increased where needed
by combining sections for beams or columns, and by adding braces.
Example for Checking Load Safety
This structure is erected as 3 separate bays and bolted together,
using RA-225.

Single Section T-Section

Beam Load Bearing

Load E = 400 lbs. evenly
distributed on two 4' beams.
Refer to beam load tables for
RA-225: Two 4' beams will
support 1090 lbs. – Safe load.
Load F = 600 lbs. on solid shelf
evenly distributes weight to two 
3' beams. Refer to beam load
tables: Two 3' beams will
support 1560 lbs. – Safe load.
Load G = 800 lbs. on shelf
supported by two 3' beams and
two 4' beams. Add the 4
sections: 3 + 3 + 4 + 4 = 14 ft.
Divide total load G by 14, i.e.,
800 ÷ 14 = 57 lbs. per ft.
Compute wt. on longest beam –
two 4' sections, or 8 ft. Multiply
8' x 57 lbs. per ft. load = 456
lbs. supported by the two 4'
beam. Refer to load tables: Two
4' beams support 1090 lbs. –
Safe load. Since the 
3' beams are stronger, they are
also safe for the load. Load H,
any load on shelf supported by
beams at floor level –
considered safe.
The example illustrates methods
of figuring loads on three different
types of shelf construction. It is
not a typical bay.
It should be remembered that a
safe beam load does not assure
a safe structure – column load
safety must also be computed.

Column Load Bearing

Four columns support load
equally. Column section AB = b
load E, or 100 lbs.
Column section BC = b load F,
or 150 lbs., PLUS b load E, 100
lbs. or 250 lbs.
Column section CD = b load G,
or 200 lbs. PLUS 150 lbs., b load
F, PLUS 100 lbs., b load E, for a
total load on section CD of 450
lbs. Load H is at floor level, does
not count.
Assuming a 9' high structure, the
9' column is supported at 3'
intervals by ties for shelving, the
3' column section data is used.
Refer to column load tables: 3
column (vertical) supports 2550
lbs. – Safe for the load.
Figures are for a free-standing,
unbraced structure. Common
uprights in two or more bay
structures carry a double load.
See page A216 for load tables.
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